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While standing around on Christmas morning watching my mother produce from 
various caches enough food to assuage all starvation in a small African country, my 
sister-in-law made a comment that stayed with me. My ability to report verbatim 
was somewhat impaired at this point, but the gist of it was that she had seen a TV 
program about fox hunting that featured a particularly horrible and arrogant hunt 
member caught on camera while insulting a protestor with the epithet  “…you stupid 
little man…”.  My sister-in-law thought this was typical of the hunting fraternity, but 
I reached a different conclusion; hardly representative, he was a remnant of another 
age in which such arrogance was the norm.

We had been discussing blood-sports and media irresponsibility. As is usual in my 
family, all suburbanites gone rural, the general consensus against blood sports was 
littered with the kind of rhetoric I most distrust; a less than subtle blend of implied 
class hatred, generalisations and sweeping statements, none of which were really 
considered or researched. But then, how many of our opinions – any of us – are 
informed by anything more than the prejudices we already carry?

In the TV footage, my sister-in-law found confirmation of everything she considered 
hateful about blood-sports, and accepted it as gratefully like a soldier on the front 
line, pouch depleted, being delivered a box of rifle rounds. It was, to her, perfect 
ammunition, largely because it fitted the gun she was already toting, and didn’t 
require her to change her aim, or perhaps find a more appropriate target.

As with the viewing public in general, what my sister-in -law never considered was 
how many other shots the TV crew took on that, or other days, in order to get the 
one image they wanted. The innocent among us accept an image like this as both 
truthful and representative as if, any time you pointed a camera at them, any hunt 
member or follower would willingly provide the damning caricature. In reality, a 
video editor will later discard vast numbers of shots of nice middle-aged ladies out 
for a ride, polite shopkeepers who wish hunt saboteurs good morning, equitable 
equestrians who always dismount before holding a conversation (or a TV interview), 
riders without the fancy dress, hunt followers who support the right of others to 
disagree with them, and a legion of other most reasonable and, largely, sensible 
people. They do not make for “sensational” TV, which is why they never appear on it.
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And so it is in all media representations of real life. The oft-repeated assertion that 
only bad news makes good news, is none the less quite true. There is never balance 
in the media, as in an ideal world where every story of human failure, greed, violence 
and corruption is balanced against all the acts of kindness, generosity, dignity, 
courage and altruism that actually make up daily life. If you find my representation 
of daily life to be inaccurate, ask yourself what informs your view? Could it be that 
the incessant negativity of news and current events is so bleak – so selectively bleak 
– that it becomes impossible to imagine hordes of ordinary people who aren’t drug 
addicts, muggers, car thieves and child molesters? Muslims who aren’t fanatics of one 
sort or another, intent on blowing up bits of civilisation as we know it? Africans who 
aren’t starving and depending on hand-outs from rich nations, who don’t have Aids 
and aren’t perpetrating the latest “Nigerian” email scam? Arabs who aren’t intent on 
destroying Israel and holding the world to ransom by cutting off our oil? Frenchmen 
who don’t believe the only cooking method known to Les Rosbifs is boiling? 
Businessmen who aren’t rapacious pirates, rigging markets, raiding pension funds 
and cooking (in the UK, boiling?) their books to swindle some old lady in Brighton? 
Germans who aren’t closet Nazis? Israelis who don’t think the only good Palestinian 
is a dead one? Politicians who aren’t venal, self-serving hypocrites with only an eye 
for re-election? How on earth can we know, or indeed think we know, when only the 
reprobates make it to the news pages and the TV bulletins?

Perhaps the answer lies in the vast cyberspace of the Internet? Then again, perhaps 
not. In an age in which information has been touted as the new currency, a swift 
devaluation has occurred. The sheer, indiscriminate profligacy of information – raw 
data – has rendered it all but worthless. Information is more like sewerage; we all 
create it, most of it is crap and once in a while something worthwhile can be found in 
the ooze, assuming you’re prepared to get your hands dirty and don’t mind the smell. 

This is the case in non-virtual experience too; I recently discussed with an Iraqi exile 
the determination by the US to go to war with Iraq. I started the conversation with 
a head full of newspaper reports, commentary by leading political pundits, opinion 
pieces from people as diverse as Edward Said and Jimmy Carter, and the latent effects 
of viewing information/propaganda on the web. This apparently rich assortment 
of sources gave me a sense – a false sense – of knowing enough to hold, and voice, 
opinions on the subject. 

An hour later, I was reeling as my assumptions were politely and knowledgeably 
demolished. Information and theories were propounded of which I knew little or 
nothing, much of which I am ashamed to admit was freely available in books and the 
net if only one took the time to read it all (and learn Arabic). Only later was I able 
to consider the volatile mixture of fact and opinion that colours all these sources, 
including the views of my friend, who is, after all, an exile. Ascribing motive and 
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political or strategic aims to historical facts is, at the best of times, a combination of 
knowledge, intuition, opinion and guesswork, from the highest level to the lowest, 
from the abstractions of academia to the earthy pronouncements between pints at 
the pub. We all think we know something, as if we can offer a critique of the whole 
movie having watched only the first five seconds of the trailer.

In a search for better information, the Internet can merely add to the confusion. I 
found a perfect example in something my friend told me; Henry Kissinger, in his 
1974 memoir, had stated that the strategic view of the US was, among other things, 
that Iraq was an anomaly and should be eliminated. Researching this quote, the 
only reference to the topic I could find – a single reference at that – was that Casper 
Weinberger had, in his own book “Fighting for Peace”, quoted Kissinger as referring 
to Lebanon (not Iraq) as “an anomaly, which should never have existed and should 
be eliminated”, the general terms used by my friend. In no case could I verify what 
Kissinger had or hadn’t said, only that an alleged statement may or may not be 
attributable, by others, to him.

It is not my intention in this chapter to comment on any matters pertaining to Iraq, 
or US foreign policy then or now. My Iraqi friend may, or may not, have confused 
certain dates or statements. I can’t tell, since my research immediately plunged me 
into a world fraught with agendas I could barely intuit, in which I couldn’t trust 
anything I read unless I could see the self-same claim, remark or quote on two other 
sites, and given the same provenance. On a topic like this, or perhaps any topic at 
all, there are so many views, a glut of information, so much propaganda and spin. So 
many sides to the coin that tossing it for an answer is no longer anything like a 50/50 
proposition. 

What makes matters much worse is the way information is “handled” these days. 
The news media no longer seeks out political and current event stories, but is 
the receptacle for its dissemination in a pre-shaped, expediently moulded form. 
Information must be “on-message”, which is to say it must be congruent with 
doctrine, and in a form that brooks no interpretation, only regurgitation. Naturally, 
the media chafe at this incursion into press freedoms, which they then abuse in order 
to get their own back.

Information is no longer subject to verification. Truth, or at least accuracy, can 
be likened to a football kicked between various factions, each with an agenda the 
promotion of which is more important than mere facts. The great and good have 
always kept their more scurrilous activities to themselves, and while the news media 
were allowed to determine what constituted news, and what didn’t, there was a tacit 
agreement about what constituted fair game. In so many cases, journalists have been 
well aware of improprieties among the elites (Jack Kennedy’s affair with Marilyn 
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Monroe springs to mind) yet there was no question of such issues ever appearing 
in topical print. Compare this with the astounding amount of coverage given to 
Clinton’s inability to keep his trousers zippered and one can see that news is no longer 
driven by a sense of proportion, but rather by a mentality of confrontation with a 
playground bully along the lines of “my newspaper is bigger than your government” 
(and consistent with the old adage “never pick a fight with someone who buys ink 
by the barrel). Reportage is replaced by moral indignation, a singularly inappropriate 
tool in the grubby, knowing hands of the media. 

The concept of accurate information is also undermined by advertising and 
marketing. It’s a phenomenon we seem to universally accept, while advertisers grow 
bolder and more liberal with the facts than ever before. Recently, I started getting 
junk mail with terrifying warnings on the envelope (“Important information, do 
not discard”, “Official correspondence, open at once”, that sort of thing. They even 
come in drab brown window envelopes to enhance the pseudo-legitimacy). Now, all 
such correspondence is suspect – including the legitimate stuff. Meanwhile, I read 
claims in adverts that are clearly untrue, but coded in such a way as to get round the 
Advertising Standards Authority regulations. There are even those that don’t bother 
to walk the tightrope, calculating that by the time complaints are made by the public 
(the ASA don’t act unilaterally), the ASA investigates and rules against the ad, the 
damage…sorry, benefit…of the campaign is a foregone conclusion. 

Much more serious is the deliberate suppression of facts, and advertising to counter 
them, perpetrated by the tobacco industry or the energy lobby, a group so self-
interested they spent futile millions on fake or highly selective, pseudo-scientific 
propaganda designed to cast doubt on global warming, those researching it and 
governments considering action to counter it. These people were knowingly and 
cynically selling off the environment of the whole world, to increase the short-term 
profits of a few powerful companies. This is a level of greed and moral corruption so 
profound I truly can’t understand how they could do it, while fully accepting they did 
in this post-Enron world. No one, not governments, not stock markets or investors, 
not the media and least of all the public, can really know what such people are up to, 
only that we can’t take anything they say at face value.

A fig then for what information we are allowed to see. There is, however, a more 
daunting aspect to all this than the distortion of what we appear to know: that which 
we don’t know – any of us – except a handful of the most powerful men and women 
on Earth. I’m always fascinated by the historic revelations that appear from time 
to time when UK government or agency documents are released under the 30-year 
rule, or the Freedom of Information Act in the US. For example, shameful foreign 
office actions in regard to the Mau-Mau uprising in Kenya shocked me, about which 
no-one had any idea, except the privileged few. If history demonstrates consistent 
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themes, one is that control of information has always been one of the most potent 
tools of rulers and governments, democratic or otherwise. Even today, there are 
official documents kept secret under the more draconian 100-year rule, and some that 
are withheld from the public records office altogether. Some are even destroyed, so 
sensitive are their contents deemed to be. It takes little effort to imagine the terrible 
nature of acts that need to be concealed for so long, even for eternity.

What do I know? I cannot trust what information I can access, while for every item 
I can read I now suspect there is another I can’t. In such an environment, I am as 
powerless to understand or judge the actions of those elected to govern as a serf in 
the middle ages. The difference between now and then is that the serf knew he had 
no idea what was going on; he just worked like a dog, had most of his income taken 
from him one way or another, and could look forward to a lifetime of servitude or 
poverty. Now, because we serfs can read, we can avail ourselves of newspapers. We 
have PCs, so we can also serf the Internet.

What can we learn from such sources? Only that never in history have public figures 
become so adept, so well-trained, in the art of dissembling, for which you can indeed 
be schooled by professionals, now a mandatory skill for survival in the jungle of 
public life. Why? Because they play to a global stage; serfs who can read, have TVs 
and access to world media through the Internet, and the vote. Because they know 
that every word and nuance will be poked, prodded and pored over until it gives up a 
meaning or inference that suits its interlocutors. Because they can lose their privilege 
and power if they are foolish enough to be candid or, in an extreme case, honest.

In the end, I can know – be certain of – nothing. Nothing that requires the 
assimilation of topical facts, anyway. Is it any wonder that enthusiasm for voting 
had dwindled when our votes no longer represent the exercise of democratic choice 
for a better society, merely – as it appears – the exchange of one set of con-men for 
another? Certainly there are good men and women in political life. It’s just that they 
don’t make the news pages or the 6pm bulletin either. Much more attractive to our 
media are condemnatory pieces on asylum seekers or Jeffery Archer types, nice easy 
targets for any vitriol left over after lubricating the chain-saw used to dismember the 
government of the day.

However, I do not believe that the disenfranchisement and apathy that seems so 
endemic is the only response. There are certain positions that need, or should need, 
little in the way of facts to support them. Here are a few: killing people is bad; 
war is never an ideal solution to any problem; distributing wealth unfairly leads to 
inequality; racism and intolerance are terrible manifestations of ignorance, both in 
the belief and the results that inevitably seem to follow; forcing people to endure 
oppression is vile; denying medical aid to third-world countries who can’t afford 
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them, while making vast profits on patented drugs at home, is immoral; starvation 
anywhere in the world today shames us all; the wilful destruction of the environment 
is a crime on a scale hard to conceive.

I needed few facts to come to these conclusions. There are no arguments that will 
cause me to reconsider. I need no confirmation, because I do have common sense, 
a moral compass, and a notion of what a perfect world could be like. It’s a vague 
notion, sure, but I didn’t write this book simply to criticise what I think is wrong, 
but to add to the faint but discernible movement towards something better, towards 
Utopia. This gentle current of dissent always lies just below the surface. It is normally 
cowed into submission and silence, but every now and then its murmuring grows 
louder, voice heard above the cacophony. I lived through one such time – the 60s 
– which for all its naivety had something about it I miss to this day. Peace and love: 
sounds daft, now we’ve had 40 years to practice our cynicism (although you could 
hardly claim it was a bad idea). 

What do I know? I know that peace and love have been in short supply for all of 
recorded history. I know that this civilisation should have, as its principle aim, the 
desire to move us towards a time where such virtues are more valued and better 
employed. I know I want this simple, innocent peace and love; for our children to 
inherit a world where these are the most important things. That I do know. It’s a start, 
and it is enough, at least to be getting on with. 


